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Seen: Mr J Manna, Dy. General Manager
with the members of IEI, Durgapur Local Centre in front of the 
Main Gate 

A view of pipeline operations 

The Institution of Engineers (India), Technicians’ Chapter of Durgapur Local Centre organized 
a technical visit at Indian Oil Corporation Ltd

getting firsthand knowledge of the running 
(twenty eight) members along with Corporate 
 

Mr Jaydeb Manna, Dy General 
plant and highlighted the IOCL and said 
companies. In its enriching experience of over half a century, it has been efficaciously serving 
energy needs of the Nation. It
ensures that the products that is being used in their processes are of superlative quality. 
Hence, for that purpose it is engaged into the testing business. It has various in
facilities with state of the art modern technologies. One of them is located in Rajbandh, in 
West Bengal, which is primarily into the chemical examination of petroleum products. 
Chemical composition of these products can determine their usefulness and suitab
purpose. the practical operation of 
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Chapter: The Institution of Engineers (India), Durgapur Local 
Centre 

Technical Visit at Indian Oil Corporation Ltd

 CHDB, ELDB & MCDB 

Venue: IOCL, Rajbandh 

Manager (Operations) along 
with the members of IEI, Durgapur Local Centre in front of the 

Seen: Mr J Manna delivering his introductory address

A view of Control Room, IOCL, Rajbandh

The Institution of Engineers (India), Technicians’ Chapter of Durgapur Local Centre organized 
Indian Oil Corporation Ltd (IOCL), Rajbandh Terminal, Burdwan (West) for 

getting firsthand knowledge of the running terminal and storage depot. In that visit total 
) members along with Corporate Members took part. 

General Manager (Operations), IOCL, Rajbandh explained
plant and highlighted the IOCL and said Indian Oil Company belongs to the list of Fortune 500 
companies. In its enriching experience of over half a century, it has been efficaciously serving 

. It has been able to flourish because of its business practices, it 
ensures that the products that is being used in their processes are of superlative quality. 
Hence, for that purpose it is engaged into the testing business. It has various in
cilities with state of the art modern technologies. One of them is located in Rajbandh, in 

West Bengal, which is primarily into the chemical examination of petroleum products. 
Chemical composition of these products can determine their usefulness and suitab

the practical operation of terminal and storage deport and said the total 
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delivering his introductory address 

IOCL, Rajbandh 

The Institution of Engineers (India), Technicians’ Chapter of Durgapur Local Centre organized 
, Burdwan (West) for 

. In that visit total 28 

explained about the 
Indian Oil Company belongs to the list of Fortune 500 

companies. In its enriching experience of over half a century, it has been efficaciously serving 
has been able to flourish because of its business practices, it 

ensures that the products that is being used in their processes are of superlative quality. 
Hence, for that purpose it is engaged into the testing business. It has various in-house testing 
cilities with state of the art modern technologies. One of them is located in Rajbandh, in 

West Bengal, which is primarily into the chemical examination of petroleum products. 
Chemical composition of these products can determine their usefulness and suitability to 

and said the total storage 



HIGH SPEED DIESEL (HSD) - 49936 KL. During the visit Mr. S Sahoo, Assistant Manager, 
IOCL accompanied with members IEI visited in different sites in Rajbandh Terminal, he also 
explained that the following activities are belongs to the site: 
 
Tank Truck Operation, Tank Wagon Operation, Product receipt through Pipeline, Product 
despatch through pipeline to HPCL & BPCL. 
  
The technical visit was a grand success and gave a huge and detailed practical exposure to all 
the Students and Corporate Members regarding the Chemical, Electrical & Mechanical 

engineering subjects and also of other related engineering areas like Electronics & 
Communication engineering.  

 


